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CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY 

San Luis Obispo, California 93407 

ACADEMIC SENATE 

I. 
II. 
III. 
IV. 
v. 
VI. 
VII. 
Academic Senat~~ Agenda 
May 5, 1992 {q~
UU 220 3:00-:5:00 p.m. ~ . ~~ · ~f 
Minutes: Approval of the April 14, 1992 Aeademic Senate minutes (pp. 2-6). ~ 
Communication(s) and Announcement(s): 
A. 	 Documents on File in the Academic Senate Office (p. 7). 
B. 	 Memo Irvin to Department Chairs/Heads re Teacher/Scholar: Summer Institute 
for Faculty in the CSU, June 15-18, 1992 (p. 8). 
c. 	 Memo Angley to Koob re Ornamental Horticulture Department Changes (pp. 9­
11 ). 
Reports: 
A. 	 Academic Senate Chair 
B. President's Office 
C Vice President for Academic Affairs' Office 
D. 	 Statewide Senators 
E. 	 CFA Campus President 
F. 	 ASI Representatives 
Consent Agenda: 
Resolution on Election to University Professional Leave Committee-DeMers, 
Chair of the Constitution and Bylaws Committee (p. 12). 
Business Item(s): 
A. 	 Resolution on Review of Proposal for Graduate Studies at Cal Poly-Shelton, 
Chair of the Long-Range Planning Committee, second reading (pp. 13-15). 
B. 	 Resolution on Budget Process-Rogers, Chair of the Budget Committee, second 
reading (pp. 16-17). 
C. 	 Resolution on Graduate Studies at Cal Poly-Lucas , Chair of the Graduate 
Studies Committee, first reading (pp. 18-28). 
D. 	 Resolution on Time Limit to Obtain Degree-J Murphy, Chair of the Instruction 
Committee, first reading (p. 29). 
E. 	 Resolution on Curriculum-Bailey, Chair of the Curriculum Committee, first 
reading (pp. 30-34). 
F. 	 Election of Academic Senate officers for the 1992/93 term-Hanson, Chair of the 
Elections Committee. 
Discussion Item(s): 
Adjournment: 
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DOCUMENTS ON FILE IN THE 
ACADEMIC SENATE OFFICE 
3/2/92 	 Memo/attachments, Kerschner to Presidents, re 
"Recommendations from Panel of Experts on Campus 
Climate" 
3/10/92 	 Memo/attachments, Wilcox to Campuses, re "Senate 
Positions on Budget Issues (Policy Position re '92/93 
csu Budget Requests and Proposed student Fees and 
Dealing with Reduced Funding: Maintaining the Quality 
of the Educational Program)" 
3/11/92 	 Campus responses to the Academic Senate csu Resolution 
"The Student-Athlete in the CSU" 
3/12/92 	 Memo/attachments, Wilcox to Senate Chairs, re "Proposed 
Changes in Legislation Covering the Basic Teaching 
Credential" 
3/12/92 	 Memo/attachments, Wilcox to Munitz, re "Status of 
Senate Resolutions" acted on at March 5-6, 1992 meeting 
3/16/92 	 Memo, anonymous author, re rules for establishing 
priorities during the "Budget Crisis at Cal Poly and 
the csu System" 
3/24/92 	 Memo/attachments, Suess to Deans, re "Appointment and 
Payroll Procedures for Summer Quarter 1992 11 
3/27/92 	 Memo/attachments, Wilcox to Senate Chairs, re "Urgent 
Requests" for community action and communication 
regarding the CSU funding crisis 
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State of California CAL POLY 
0sm~uis Obispo, California 
MEMORANDUM 
Academic Senate 

To: 	 Department Chairs/Heads Date: April 6, 1992 
cc: Schools Deans 
I~. f¢'~ 
From: Glenn W. Irv~ Associate Vice President 
for Academic Affairs 
Subject: 	 Teacher /Scholar: Summer Institute for Faculty in The California State 
University, June 15-18, 1992 
Attached is a brochure providing information on the Teacher/Scholar Summer 
Institute for faculty which consists of a program of individual workshops to be 
conducted during the week of June 15-18, 1992, on the campus of California 
State University, Pomona (Kellogg West Conference Center). 
The attached brochure describes the topics that will be presented at the 
workshops. Therefore, faculty members interested in participating should 
submit an a pp li cati o n to me throu 2.h th e ir de pa rtm ent a nd dea n's of fice as soon 
as possible. 
The application and registration forms are in the brochure. 
Registration at the Chancellor's Office will begin on May 4, and end on May 20, 
1992. This is on a first-come, first-registered basis. It is quite likely that most 
workshops will be filled before the closing date for reservations. 
The Chancellor's Office is paying for meals and lodging (lodging and meals will 
be provided at the Kellogg West Conference Center). Registration fees are $25 
for each two-day workshop and $15 for each one-day workshop payable in 
advance to the CSU foundation . Mv office has been allocated approximateh• 
$ 500.00 to co ver tra nsportation costs which we will allocate on a fir s t- co me. fir st 
sa ,. e d ba sis to a ppI i ca n t s. Regis t rat i on fees a r e to IJ e paid IJ v I he de p a r t rn en t or 
school of the participant. 
I encourage your participation in this worthwhile institute. 
Attachment: Brochure 
State of California ·2 ;!1r1~ / California Polytechnic State University 
MEM 0 RAND U M ' 'I.P.£7~' ~i /[/):/. 	 San Luis Obispo, CA 93407 
Ornamental Horticulture Department 
April 8, 1992 
TO: 	 Robert Koob cc: W. Bremmer /.~·:\ 1 .' ~ 1 9 ':' ~' 
VP for Academic Affairs S. Kaminaka 
L. Rathbun ~ .. · .. ; ;_.. 
VIA: 	 Joe Sabol, Dean SAG R Dept. Heads 

School of Agriculture w/o attach. 

FROM: 	 Steve Angley, Professor.# 

Department Head 

SUBJECT: 	 ORNAMENTAL HORTICULTURE DEPARTMENT CHANGES
.. 
In spring of 1991 the fou rteen-member campus committee made recommendations 

that it appeared that there was considerable duplication between the O.H. Department 

and the Landscape Archilecture Department. They also recommended that the floral 

design port ion of our prog ram be reduced. We as a department felt compelled to 

address these concerns, so the following is what has been done and what will occur 

between now and 1994. 

I would like to first report on our work with the Landscape Architecture Department. 
During the summer quarter 1991 Gerry Smith and I met on three occasions to discuss 
the best way to address our charge. We chose to fi rst make available to him all course 
materials for each of our O.H. design type classes. These included OH 101, OH 250 
(X301 ), OH 320, OH 321, OH 322 (included in this packet on a separate p9ge are 
course titles and descriptions). The coursE! materials included expanded course 
outline lab workbooks and sample projects required in classes. 
Gerry and I further agreed that we would proceed with several objectives in mind. 
1. 	 Explore integration and elimination of duplication; 
2. 	 Clearly articulate the direct ion of each department; 
3. Establish 	clear and complementary department images; 
4. 	 Establish an attitude of mutual respect and cooperation between departments; 
5. 	 Create courses that consolidate subject matter to each profession; 
6. 	 Develop shared courses where appropriate; 
7. 	 Encourage joint or shared teaching assignments; 
8. 	 Establish a task force made up of faculty of both departments to develop, 

monitor and address this process. 

During fall quarter 1991 Dale Sutliff (L.A.), Walt Bremmer (L.A.}, George Newell (O.H.), 
Gerry and myself met and discussed these objectives. Cohesion of this group has 
been difficult for the following reasons. Patti Breckenridge, who coordinates our 
design courses in O.H. was on sabbatic for summer and fall quarters. Gerry Smith left 
for a one-year sabbatic the end of fall quarter. Dale Sutliff left for a two-quarter 
sabbatic at the end of fall quarter. 
Regardless, Walt Bremmer (Acting Head for L.A.) and I have continued our progress. 
Patti Breckenridge (O.H.) and Brian Aviles, both of whom returned from sabbatics, 
have been working with Walt and myself during winter quarter 1992. 
·-lO-
We have reached closure on most of our objectives and a draft of this agreement will 
be forthcoming very shortly. In the interim I will allude to our results. 
First we agree that there is no duplication of courses between our departments. The 
courses in O.H. are much broader and more shallow in scope than any courses in L.A. 
As an example our OH 101 drafting class introduces our students to concepts that are 
covered in L.A. in three or four courses (EDES 110, LA 111, Lab 112 and Lab 311 ). 
The reason is that our students need to have awareness of these concepts but do not 
require the depth of coverage that L.A. students need. Our intent is not to develop 
professional designers. However our students must understand, appreciate, and work 
with many of these concepts. 
It has been agreed that O.H. will drop OH 322 , Advanced Landscape Design. Even 
though it does not duplicate any L.A. course, we agree that our students who want to 
pursue advanced design can do it within current L.A. class offerings. In addition 
OH 320,· Media Presentations will be changed to delete model building and other 
aspects of design. It is planned to be changed to more of a computer application for 
horticulture course. 
OH 101 and OH 250 (X301) will remain in the O.H. curriculum because no L.A. class 
exists which introduces students to this material in only two courses. We are planning 
name changes for both courses. OH 101 will change to Principles of Horticultural 
Drafting; OH 301 to Principles of Landscape Horticulture. 
The OH 321 Residential Design class will remain in O.H., but our plan is to work with 
the L.A. Department to cross list the course and possibly team teach it with their 
department. They want to have a small scale design class available for their students. 
So this course will serve both L.A. and O.H. students. 
Beyond the design area, we have agreed to make several other changes between our 
departments. 
First we have offered two plant identification classes as support classes to the L.A. 
Department-- OH 237-238 Landscape Plants I and II. For 1992-94, they were to 
change to OH 238 and OH 308. O.H. students have three required plant materials 
classes -- OH 231-232-233. 
We have agreed to make some changes to our OH 231-232 classes so the L.A. and 
O.H. students will take the same courses. So we will drop our OH 238 and OH 308 
classes. We expect this to occur by spring of 1993. 
Our OH 381 Native Plants will also be made available to L.A. students. 
We feel that these changes represent significant changes that will strengthen both 
programs and serve our students better. 
The second area of contention about our department brought forward last spring was 
the floral design portion of our program. I would like to start this portion by saying that 
floral design has just as much a place at a university as art or music. Floral design 
represents an art form. It happens to deal with a perishable product rather than paints 
and canvas. Our department, however, has chosen to place our emphasis elsewhere. 
We are optimistic that the agreement with Cuesta College will offer our floral designers 
the opportunity for training in this area. We plan to maintain three courses related to 
floral design which will allow the Cuesta students a good base in floral design. With 
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limited resources and looking to our future, we have decided on the direction we wish 
to proceed. In order for us to accomplish this change of emphasis we are planning 
several changes, the first of which is the deletion of 10 courses from our curriculum. 
They are: 
OH 145 Bonsai Culture (2) 
OH 238 Landscape Plants I (3) 
OH 251 Ikebana (3) 
OH 252 Continental Mass Design (3) 
OH 253 Stylized Western Design (3) 
OH 308 Landscape Plants II 
OH 322 Advanced Landscape Design ( 4) 
OH 329 Advanced Floral Design (4) 
OH 338 Advanced Plant Propagation (4) 
OH 426 Tissue Culture Propagation II (1) 
We plan to delete these courses in order to concentrate on Production Horticulture, 
Landscape Contracting/Management and Specialized Sports Turf. 
We have closely evaluated each of our course offerings to identify and correct 
inefficiencies. We have reduced many course offerings to once a year with multiple 
lab sections and are dropping most low enrollment classes. 
For the 1994-96 catalog cycle we are proposing significant curriculum changes. We 
are deleting concentrations and offering more options, which offer more flexibility for 
our students. This change should help shorten their time at Cal Poly. We are also 
offering our majors the opportunity to obtain a minor such as in Business, ABM, or 
Water Management within the 198 unit requirement. We also plan for the addition of 
Physics and Genetics to our requirements. Currently we require an extensive number 
of science courses: BOT 121 General Botany, BOT 123 Plant Taxonomy, BOT 324 
Pathology, BOT 322 Plant Physiology, CHEM 121-122 General Chemistry, CHEM 326 
Organic Chemistry , SS 121 Soil Science, SS 122 Fertilizers, and an additional 
approved science elect ive . We feel very strongly that a Bachelor of Science degree 
should have strong science requ irements. 
Enclosed are some of the options models we plan to have for our students. 
We feel these changes are significant, that they show our dedication to improvement 
and that we are prepared to meet the future needs of our students and our industry. 
We are forming an advisory committee , and plan to apply to the Associated Landscape 
Contracto rs of America to become certified by their organization. Our department has 
a rich history of being a leader in horticulture education nationally and within 
California. We plan to preserve that distinction into the 21st Century. 
I would like for you to come to one of our faculty meetings in the near future to give us 
your reaction to what we have done and our plans for the future~..Lwe b_ave 
reacted positively to correct identified areas of concern by thac.ademic SenatU 
Committee. We also want to plan our futun3 ·in concert with thed irection and focus of 
the university. 
Our faculty meetings are Tuesdays at 11:10 A.M. in 11-103. We would like to extend 
an invitation to you to meet with us at your earliest convenience. 
-3­
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Adopted: 
ACADEMIC SENATE 

OF 

CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY 

San Luis Obispo, California 

AS- -92/ 

RESOLUTION ON 

ELECTION TO UNIVERSITY PROFESSIONAL LEAVE COMMITTEE 

WHEREAS, 
WHEREAS, 
WHEREAS, 
RESOLVED: 
Members of the University Professional Leave Committee (UPLC) are 
elected by tenured and probationary faculty; and 
Academic Senate Bylaw section VII.I.l5.a. is misleading and does not 
specify by whom members may be elected; and 
The Academic Senate Bylaws do not coincide with the University Leave 
With Pay Guidelines relating to election processes and staggering of 
elections for the UPLC; therefore, be it 
That Academic Senate Bylaw section VII.I.l5.a. be changed as follows: 
15. 	 University Professional Leave Committee 
a. 	 Membership 
(1) 	 Members of the University Professional Leave 
Committee shall be elected. One member shall be 
elected from each school and the library by 
tenured and probationary faculty unit employees 
from the school and library, respectively. The 
member representing the library shall be elected 
from and by the library faculty rather than from 
Professional Consultative Services in general. 
(2) 	 Faculty eligible for membership are tenured, not 
on a school/library professional leave committee, 
and not applying for a leave with pay. 
ill membership for the Schools of Agriculture, 
Business. and Engineering shall be elected 
in the spring of odd-numbered calendar 
years.
ilil 	 membership for the schools of Architecture 
and Environmental Desig-n. Liberal Arts. 
Science and Mathematics, and tJ1e Library 
shall be elected in the spring of even­
numbered years. 
Proposed by the Academic Senate 
Constitution and Bylaws Committee 
Date: April 21, 1992 
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Adopted: 
ACADEMIC SENATE 

OF 

CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY 

San Luis Obispo, California 

AS- -92/LRPC 

RESOLUTION ON 

REVIEW OF PROPOSAL FOR GRADUATE STUDIES AT CAL POLY 

RESOLVED: That the attached Review of Proposal for Graduate 
studies at Cal Poly be accepted~ and fon1arded to 
the Graduate studies Committee1 and be it further 
RESOVJED: That the final draft of the Graduate Studies 
Proposal be submitted to the Academic Senate for 
revim,r and approval. 
Proposed By: The 
Academic Senate Long­
Range Planning Committee 
Date: March 31, 1992 
Revised: April 16, 1992 
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REVISED DRAFT 

Long-Range Planning Committee 

February 28, 1992 

REVIEW OF PROPOSAL FOR GRADUATE STUDIES AT CAL POLY 

The Long-Range Planning Committee (LRPC) reviewed the October 3, 
1991 proposal initiated by the Graduate Studies Committee for 
Graduate Studies at Cal Poly. In making this review, they also 
referred to the 1989 Report of the Advisory Committee to study 
Graduate Education in the csu (Graduate Education in the 
California State University: Implementation Plan for Meeting 
Public Needs Consistent with Educational Priorities and the 
Recommendations on Graduate Education) approved by the Trustees 
at the September 11, 1991 meeting. 
In general, the LRPC agreed with the Cal Poly proposal. Since 
Cal Poly is committed to a graduate program limited to 10 to ~ 
2Q percent of the overall enrollment each graduating class, that 
program should be a quality program. Many of the current 
graduate programs need to be upgraded in order to satisfy the 
definition of quality stated in the Trustees' Implementation 
Plan. current programs need to be reviewed critically to 
determine their quality and the requirements for improving them. 
The proposal from the Graduate studies Committee has many good 
recommendations for doing this. 
An extremely important point is that any change in the graduate 
programs at Cal Poly should not erode the funding support base 
for undergraduate studies, which remain the primary mission of 
the institution. Many items in the proposal, such as the 
statement on page five, "Graduate programs shall be allocated the 
resources necessary for their development and maintenanceL" are 
so general and may be interpreted in so many ways that resources 
could be pulled from undergraduate education and redirected to 
graduate programs. It seems unlikely that additional state 
funding will be available to the campus to augment funding for 
graduate programs. The LRPC recommends that additional funding 
for graduate studies at Cal Poly be sought from sources outside 
the general fund. This includes aggressive pursuit of funding 
for graduate fellowships. Both graduate and undergraduate 
programs require adequate funding and neither should suffer at 
the expense of the other. 
The recommendation on page six, "that the key university-wide 
services supportive of graduate studies be focused in a single 
office in the line administration" was another area of concern to 
the LRPC. While all agree there should be a central office to 
contact for general information, this does not mean that ALL 
graduate studies support functions are best conducted in a single 
office. The functions of admissions and record keeping are 
perhaps best handled by the centralized processing that now 
-15­
occurs. This allows the university to have specialists in the 
areas to keep abreast of campus, system-wide, state, and federal 
regulations regarding procedures, student records, and student 
rights. A separate graduate application form was recommended by 
the 1989 Advisory Committee report. This seems like a good idea. 
It might be possible to more clearly define graduate program 
roles for certain individuals wit:hin the current service offices. 
The single point of contact could be achieved within the current 
graduate studies structure since the information necessary is 
available in the SIS Plus system; however, the point of contact 
should be highly visible and located in an area of normal student 
traffic. Graduate coordinators in each degree program need to 
work closely with department faculty to insure that master's 
candidates have been accepted by a faculty committee/advisor 
before enrolling in graduate courses. 
The graduate programs at Cal Poly should adhere to most of the 
standards in the Trustees-approved Implementation Plan; however, 
there were some distinct areas of concern in this regard. 
Recommendation l.a.3 calls for a core curriculum where 
appropriate. Th.e appropriateness should be determined by the 
faculty involved with the program at the local campus level. 
Recommendations 2 and 5 should not detract from nor erode the 
funding base for undergraduate instruction. Dollars earmarked 
for graduate studies should be in addition to undergraduate 
support, not merely dollars shifted from undergraduate support to 
graduate support. These dollars should be real added dollars in 
the budget. Similarly, funds generated by graduate programs 
should NOT be allocated to undergraduate instruction (proposal, 
page 4), but rather used to maintain or improve graduate program 
quality. Recommendation 3 would require 70 percent of the course 
work in a program to be at the graduate level. This is a 
standard which is above what has been the national standard for 
graduate programs in the U.S. In addition, this would impose a 
hardship on low-enrollment graduate programs by increasing the 
need for graduate level courses, many of which would have less 
than break-even enrollment. The LRPC questions the system-wide 
implementation of this standard. 
The concerns discussed here should be addressed by the Graduate 
studies Committee before seeking final approval of the graduate 
studies proposal. 
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Adopted: 
ACADEMIC SENATE 

OF 

CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY 

San Luis Obispo, California 

Background statement: The csu is now faced with budget 
reductions of unprecedented proportions. In addition, there has 
not been a timely involvement of the faculty in the budgetary 
process at Cal Poly until this year. As a consequence, the 
Academic Senate Budget Committee and the Academic Senate have 
operated in reaction to the budget, rather than as consultants to 
the preparation of the budget. 
AS­ -92/BC 
RESOLUTION ON 
BUDGET PROCESS 
WHEREAS, The established procedure for the involvement of 
the Cal Poly Academic Senate in the budget 
preparation process allows for limited 
participation of faculty; and 
WHEREAS, Budget decisions directly affect the instructional 
program of Cal Poly; and 
WHEREAS, The faculty has the primary responsibility for the 
instructional program; and 
WHEREAS, The current funding does not 
improve significantly in the 
therefore, be it 
appear likely to 
foreseeable future; 
RESOLVED: That the university shall create a Faculty 
Position Bank that shall consist of faculty 
positions which are to be available during 
contraction of budgets or expansion of budgets; 
and, be it further 
RESOLVED: That during periods of budget contraction that 
require faculty reduction, those schools whose 
tenured and tenure-track faculty will not be 
affected by lay-off will "lend" to the Faculty 
Position Bank only positions held by part-time or 
full-time temporary appointees; and, be it further 
RESOLVED: That a school faced with faculty reduction may 
apply to "borrow" from the Faculty Position Bank 
only after all faculty positions that are not 
tenured or tenure-track in the school have been 
released; and, be it further 
-17-

RESOLVED: 
RESOLVED: 
RESOLVED: 
RESOLVED: 
RESOLVED: 
When faculty reduction is necessary within a 
school, said reduction should be implemented on a 
vertical basis; and, be it further 
When resources become available, those schools 
that have borrowed from the Faculty Position Bank 
must repay those positions before positions may be 
filled by the borrowing school; and, be it further 
That during periods of budget expansion that will 
permit an increase in faculty positions, the 
university will place these new positions into the 
Faculty Position Bank; and, be it further 
That for purposes of allocating new faculty 
positions, schools seeking new positions or the 
return of "borrowed" positions, will be required 
to submit Budget Change Proposals (BCP) ; and, be 
it further 
That the Academic Senate take an active role in 
the BCP evaluation process. 
Proposed by the Academic 
Senate Budget Committee 
Date: March 31, 1992 
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WHEREAS, 

WHEREAS, 

WHEREAS, 

WHEREAS, 

RESOLVED: 

Adopted: 
ACADEMIC SENATE 

OF 

CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY 

San Luis Obispo, California 

AS- -92/ 

RESOLUTION ON 

GRADUATE STUDIES AT CAL POLY 

The CSU has just completed an exhaustive study of 
graduate studies and has reaffirmed the importance 
of its role on the 20-campus system; and 
That study has been endorsed and accepted by the 
CSU Trustees at its September 1991 meeting; and 
Cal Poly through its Strategic Planning Committee 
had made proposals that will affect the role of 
the university in relation to graduate studies; 
and 
The Graduate Studies Committee is seeking ways to 
improve graduate instruction and to enhance the 
environment for graduate students; therefore, be 
it 
That the Academic Senate accept this report and 
the review of the Long-Range Planning Committee 
and recommend them to the President for adoption 
as a document policy to guide the further 
development of graduate studies at Cal Poly. 
Proposed by the Graduate 
Studies Committee 
Date: October 3, 1992 
Revised: April 14, 1992 
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GRADUATE STUDIES AT CAL POLY 
a proposal initiated by 
the Graduate Studies Committee 
October 3, 1991 
Mission and aoals 
Graduate studies in The California State University system 
involves programs leading to the master's degree and in some 
instances, to joint doctoral degrees in collaboration with 
doctoral degree granting institutions in the state. The term 
"graduate work" also applies to postbaccalaureate work leading to 
a credential or certificate. CSU campuses offer the Master of 
Science and the Master of Arts degrees as well as applied degrees 
(both first and second professional degrees) . 
The goal of graduate education at Cal Poly is to offer 
students advanced study in professional and technical programs 
relevant to professional currency and scholarship, and consistent 
with the overall mission of the university. Generally, master's 
degree programs will satisfy this need, although in certain 
instances, joint doctoral progra;ns will be the appropriate means. 
The master's degree indicates that the holder has mastered a 
program of study in a particular field sufficiently to pursue 
creative projects in that specialty. The degree is normally 
awarded for the completion of a coherent program designed to 
assure the mastery of specified knowledge and skills, rather than 
for the accumulation of a certain number of random course credits 
after the baccalaureate. 
Graduate education has many benefits. The concentration on 
advanced learning, characterized by problem-solving and the 
search for new knowledge, creates an intensified intellectual 
environment that benefits students, faculty and, thus, the entire 
campus community. It offers faculty members the opportunity to 
pursue intellectual inquiry and research in greater depth than at 
the baccalaureate level. The emphasis on applied educational 
programs and research directly benefits the State of California 
and its industry. 
1 

2 
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Background 
Cal Poly offers master's degree programs that are 
concentrated in a highly selected number of areas. In 1989, the 
Western Association of Schools and Colleges accreditation team 
noted in its report that since its last study, master's programs 
have continued to develop and mature: "Several of the master's 
programs have grown notably in size and quality during the past 
decade. " One programmatic area--the MS degree in 
Counseling--offers only master's level programs, but this is the 
exception "since graduate programs at Cal Poly operate in a 
campus culture that remains primarily undergraduate in 
orientation." The report goes on to note that as faculty 
qualifications continue to increase, 11 it is reasonable to expect 
that graduate programs will continue to be strengthened." 
Some of the evidence the WASC team used is shown in the 
snapshot of enrollments given in the Appendix. This chart shows 
that the number of master's candidates has increased over 35% in 
the last five years, and the number of master's degrees offered 
has increased from fifteen to nineteen. In addition, 
qualifications of new faculty have improved and external grants 
for research have grown tenfold in the last decade to over 
$4,200,000, garnering the equivalent of over $5000 in research 
dollars for each graduate student on campus--twice the amount 
earned per student by our nearest competitor in the csu. What is 
remarkable about this record of achievement is that it has been 
achieved under particularly trying circumstances. 
A Cal State committee was formed three years ago to study 
the master's degree on the then nineteen campuses. Its thorough 
report and implementation plan, which identifies a number of 
areas of serious concern, was approved by the Trustees at its 
September, 1991 meeting, The campus Graduate studies Committee, 
responding to and building on this report, notes the following 
impediments to quality graduate programs: 
an admissions office that finds it increasingly difficult to 
accommodate the special needs of graduate admissions in the crush 
of undergraduate applications 
a graduate curriculum review process that does not include 
evaluation by a university-wide group committed to with the 
welfare of graduate programs 
mode and level funding that uses 15 student credit units as 
the fulltirne load for graduate students rather than a 12 or 9 
student credit unit load. 
an administrative environment that mingles graduate and 

undergraduate concerns routinely, even when their needs are 

distinct and clearly different 

3 
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inadequate instructional workload credit for faculty members 
advising students on theses, especially second and third readers 
inadequate funding for library and support services crucial 
to advanced work 
no general fund support for graduate assistantships for 

research or teaching 

no recognition in the financial aid program for the unique 
needs of graduate students, or the crucial role that out-of-state 
tuition waivers play in building a program 
no identity for graduate students outside the department 
through such perquisites as the assignment of library carrels or 
the allotment of special recognition at graduation 
Enhancing araduate studies 
This is an opportune time to examine the role of graduate 

studies at Cal Poly. Senate Bill No. 1570 (the Nielsen Bill), 

signed into law in the Fall of 1990, reaffirms the primary 

mission of The California state University as the provision of 

undergraduate and graduate instruction through the master's 

degree, with continued authorization of the joint doctoral 

· degree. In addition, the university-wide strategic Planning 
Committee, formed to assess the direction the campus should 
pursue, proposed in its workin9 draft ( 11 Cal Poly strategic 
Planning Document," September, 1991) for consideration by the 
campus the following statement about graduate studies: 
Cal Poly shall support and develop quality graduate 
programs that complement the mission of the university. 
Objectives: 
A. 	 By 1995, Cal Poly shall ensure that 10 to 20 
percent of each graduating class is in graduate 
programs. These include postbaccalaureate 
credential programs, masters degrees, and joint 
Ph.D. or professional doctorates. Masters degree 
programs that combine the strengths of two or more 
disciplines are encouraged. 
B. 	 By the end of the 1992-93 academic year, Cal Poly 
shall establish a strong supportive structure to 
assure that the university community provides 
necessary financial, instructional, library, and 
administrative resources for graduate programs. 
4 
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Following on these initiatives, this proposal seeks to 
improve the environment for graduate level instruction by 
developing a campus-wide constituency that will serve as an 
advocate for graduate studies, by directing more attention and 
support to the development and review of graduate programs, and 
by providing an identity for graduate studies that consolidates 
the university-wide administrative support services for graduate 
programs into a single point of contact for students. 
Graduate programs properly developed can become an important 
source of resources for instruction at both graduate and the 
undergraduate level. Advanced study in a discipline or 
profession provides students and faculty the opportunity to win 
external grants which in turn strengthen the program and offer 
resources for study, travel, and professional development of the 
kind we can no longer expect to receive from the state's general 
fund. 
Guiding orincioles 
The following principles are proposed to guide the further 

development of graduate studies at Cal Poly: 

1. Graduate instruction shall be pursued with a commitment 
proportionate to that which has been traditionally directed 
towards the undergraduate instructional P~?grarn. 
2. Graduate and undergraduate programs shall be handled 
individually in those areas where the needs are distinct 
such as admissions and new program development and review. 
3. The primary responsibility for the conduct of the 
graduate program in matters not affecting the university at 
large shall remain at the level of the nearest instructional 
unit, which may be the school or department depending on the 
scope of the graduate program administered. 
4. Graduate programs shall be guided by a campus-wide 
group of faculty members who are committed to graduate 
education. This group shall be an enabling rather than a 
prescriptive body. 
5. Graduate programs shall be subject to periodic review, 
following campus-wide procedures which may involve off­
campus reviewers in the discipline. 
6. New and continuing graduate degree programs shall be 
justified in their own terms and merits as they relate to 
the campus's instructional mission. 
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7. Graduate programs shall be allocated the resources 
necessary for their development and maintenance. These 
resources shall be clearly identified and shall provide an 
appropriate infrastructure of facilities (including library 
and information technologies) which enables the conduct of 
graduate work and research at an appropriate level and in an 
appropriate and timely fashion. Low enrollment graduate 
programs judged vital to the university's mission may be 
given special consideration for support. 
Recommendations and analysis/rationale 
Three key elements are essential to the welfare of graduate 
studies: organization, resources, and identity. organization 
consists of a university-wide advocacy group, the line 
organization, and departmental support. Resources include both 
physical and human ones. Identity consists of tangibles and 
intangibles which together create the profile of the program and 
give it recognition among its peers. 
A. ORGANIZATION 
RECOMMENDATION: That there be a campus-wide academic 
policy formulating body which has primary 
responsibility for graduate studies policy and 
curriculum. 
Discussion: Currently those bodies which are key to setting 
policy for graduate studies--the curriculum committee in 
particular--do not have significant representation from faculty 
involved in graduate studies. This proposal addresses that issue 
by constituting a body comprised mainly of faculty members with a 
deep commitment to and involvement in graduate studies as the 
principal group to guide graduate studies on campus. 
The group shall be an advocate for graduate instruction and will 
have responsibility for policy, for the strategic direction of 
graduate studies, for the level of excellence for new and 
established programs, and for coordinating admission and 
monitoring the progress of graduate students. On matters of 
policy, the actions of the group shall be sent to the executive 
committee of the Academic Senate for ratification within a 
prescribed time frame. On matters of curriculum and program, the 
actions of the group shall be sent to the curriculum committee of 
the Academic Senate for ratification within a prescribed time 
frame. Such actions shall be taken to the Vice President for 

Academic Affairs for consultation before becoming final. 

The key person at the school or departmental level shall continue 
to be the graduate coordinator, who shall be responsible for the 
integrity and administration of his or her department's graduate 
programs. 
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RECOMMENDATION: That the key university-wide services 
supportive of graduate studies be focused in a single 
office in the line administration. 
Discussion: Currently important university-wide roles and 
services relating to graduate studies are spread among a number 
of disparate offices. The graduate studies office is responsible 
for policy, for the implementation of CSU standards, for 
monitoring student progress, and for thesis review. But graduate 
curriculum is coordinated out of another office, admissions from 
a third, records from a fourth, and so on. Thus, the campus-wide 
functions that affect graduate students directly are distributed 
among a number of offices, some of which may not always be 
sensitive to the needs and concerns of graduate students. 
This recommendation would eliminate that deficiency by creating a 
central point of identity for graduate students, a graduate 
studies office where graduate students would go to handle their 
extra-departmental needs. The actual processing of the paperwork 
may not be performed physically in that office, but the graduate 
student would have the impression that this was so, and would 
thus have a coherent image of graduate studies supportive 
services outside the academic department. In so doing, the 
graduate studies office will present a coherent image to faculty 
and students alike. 
-B. RESOURCES 
RECOMMENDATION: That adequate physical 
made available for graduate studies. 
resources be 
Discussion: The CSU-wide study of graduate programs has urged 
that funding formulas be revised to provide greater support for 
the graduate programs in terms of facilities. Needs that must be 
addressed include dedicated study space for graduate students, 
e.g. library carrels, improved facilities for research, and 
better materials, including books, materials, supplies, and 
equipment. 
RECOMMENDATION: That adequate human resources be made 
available to graduate studies, including appropriate 
time for faculty and staff development, thesis 
supervision, teaching, administrative duties, and 
research. 
Discussion: It is widely recognized, as the csu-wide study has 
noted, that the human resources necessary for sustaining quality 
graduate programs are not sufficiently recognized in the current 
CSU mode and level formulas. Critical areas of deficiency 
include: inappropriate levels for defining a full time student 
load for graduate programs (15 units); lack of appropriate 
workload definition for thesis advising; lack of support for 
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graduate teaching and research assistantships; and lack of 
support for merit-based fellowships and out-of-state tuition and 
fee waivers. 
In adopting the graduate study report and recommendations in 
September of 1991, the Trustees recommended that when the state 
revenue situation turns around, '~orkload for faculty with 
significant responsibility for graduate instruction be reduced. 
This can be accomplished, the report said, "by changing the 
definition of a full-time equivalent graduate student to 12 
Student credit Units instead of the current 15, but negotiating 
an increase in the weighting assigned to graduate course units, 
or by adjusting the normative ratios by which faculty positions 
are generated for graduate instruction." 
In addition, the current mode and level formulas do not address 

the need for assigned time and clerical support for graduate 

coordinators. All these issues compound the difficulty of 

mounting graduate programs of excellence. 

C. IDENTITY AND PEER REVIEW 
RECOMMENDATION: That the university seek ways to 
enhance the identity of graduate studies. 
Discussion: For many years Cal Poly has articulated its image as 
that of a preeminent undergraduate institution. This posture has 
led to distinction nation-wide as a university known for 
excellence in undergraduate instruction and for uniqueness in its 
careful understanding of and dedication to its role and mission. 
But the posture has also inadvertently created problems for the 
graduate studies program by creating, endorsing, and supporting 
many traditions that are focussed almost solely on the needs and 
ends of the undergraduate enterprise. As a result, graduate 
programs, despite their excellence, have not enjoyed the status 
accorded undergraduate instruction. 
This document proposes that the university actively seek ways to 
continue to enhance the graduate program by looking for those 
actions and activities that will increase the awareness of 
graduate studies on the campus. A key in this endeavor will be 
the implementation of peer review and recognition, which will 
elevate the status of graduate studies among the faculty, and 
thus among the whole academic community. 
Conclusion 
The Graduate Studies Committee proposes this document for 
consideration as a guiding statement intended to enhance and 
strengthen graduate programs on campus. The proposal is part of 
the campus self evaluation begun with the WASC Accreditation Self 
Study and continued by the Strategic Planning Committee. It 
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seeks to sharpen the role and mission of graduate studies within 
the institution as Cal Poly continues to evolve from its early 
beginnings as a polytechnic high school to a fully mature 
comprehensive university. It proposes principles to guide the 
University as it takes its next steps in that process. 
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1991/92 GRADUATE PROGRAMS 
Aeronautical Engineering M.s. (1988) 
Agriculture M.S. (1969} 
Specializations: 

Agricultural Engineering Technology 

General Agriculture 

Food Science and Nutrition 

International Agricultural Development 

Soil Sciences 

Architecture M.s. (1988) 
Specializations: 

Professional Practice 

Environmental Design 

Biological Sciences M.s. ( 19 67) 
Business Administration M.B.A. (1969) 
Specializations: 

Business Administration 

Agribusiness 

Chemistry M.S. (1971) 

City and Regional Planning M.C.R.P. (1975) 

civil and Environmental Engineering M.S. {1988) 

Computer Science M.S. (1973) 

counseling M.s. (1988) 

Education M.A. (1948) 

Specializations: 

Computer-Based Education 

Counseling and Guidance 

Curriculum and Instruction 

Educational Administration 

Reading 

Special Education 

Electronic and Electrical Engineering M.S. {1988) 
Specializations: 

Computer Engineering 

Electrical Engineering 

Electronic Engineering 

Engineering M.S. (1988) 
Specializations: 

Biochemical Engineering 

Industrial Engineering 

Mechanical Engineering 

Metallurgical and Materials Engineering 

English M.A. (1968) 
Emphases: 

Literature 

Linguistics 

Writing 

Home Economics M.S. {1968) 

Industrial and Technical studies M.A. {1972) 

Joint MBA/Engineering M.s. (1990) 

Specialization: 

Engineering Management 

Mathematics M.S. (1968) 

Specializations: 

Applied Mathematics 

Mathematics Teaching 

Physical Education M.S. (1968) 
Emphases: 

Wellness Movement 

Human Movement and Sport 

- -
GRADUATE ENROLLMENT 
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WHEREAS, 

WHEREAS, 

WHEREAS, 

WHEREAS, 

RESOLVED: 

RESOLVED: 

RESOLVED: 

RESOLVED: 

Adopted: 
ACADEMIC SENATE 

OF 

CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY 

San Luis Obispo, California 

AS- -92/ 

RESOLUTION ON 

TIME FRAME TO OBTAIN DEGREE 

Title 5, section 40101, California Administrative Code authorizes 
individual campuses to " ... prescribe that particular (degree) requirements 
be met within as few as seven years of the date of award of the degree."; 
and 
Continuity, competence, coherence, and currency of course work is 
necessary to ensure a student's understanding of the degree materials; and 
Many students attending Cal Poly presently require seven or more years 
of diligent effort to complete their degree requirements, and therefore a 
longer period of time than seven years should be permitted; and 
This university has no stated policy regarding the length of time a 
student may take to obtain a degree, therefore; be it 
That beginning with Fall 1992, all baccalaureate degree requirements at 
this university will be completed within the ten (10) year period 
preceding award of the degree; and be it further 
That this ten-year time frame apply to all newly admitted students and 
former students returning; and be it further 
That all major and support courses required for the baccalaureate degree 
must be completed within the aforementioned ten-year period 
immediately preceding award of the degree; and be it further 
That courses completed prior to this ten-year period may be revalidated 
by a demonstration of competence or knowledge of the subject as may 
be prescribed by the department offering the course; and that students 
with unusual problems may file a Petition for Special Consideration. 
Proposed by the Academic Senate 
Instruction Committee 
Date: April 21, 1992 
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ACADEMIC SENATE 

of 

CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY 

San Luis Obispo, California 

Background Statement: 
Title 5 curricular regulations specify the minimum and maximum number of units allowed in a 
degree program. A Bachelor of Arts degree (B.A.) must have 186 quarter units while the Bachelor 
of Science degree (B.S.) must have from a minimum of 186 units to a maximum of 198. An 
exemption allows Enginnering disciplines to have a maximum of 210 units. In addition, Title 5 
states that a minimum of 36 units are to be designated as major courses in the B.A. and 54 units in 
the B.S. 
Currently there are 7 B.A. degree programs and 51 B.S. degree programs at Cal Poly. The B.S. 
programs range from a total of 187 units (B.S. in Biochemistry) to 210 (B.S. Architectural 
Engineering, Civil Engineering, Environmental Engineering, Mechanical Engineering). 48 degree 
programs have 198 or more units. According to Title 5 Architecture is a five-year program with a 
minimum of 68 units in the major and 248 units. 
Current local regulations in the Campus Administrative Manual (CAM) direct undergraduate 
curriculum development by designating the courses in a program as major, support, general 
education and breadth (GE&B), and free electives. In addition CAM specifies that the 
major course category must not exceed 60 quarter units for a B.A. and 70 for a B.S. GEB units 
range from 72 to 79. While the support and free elective categories have no upper limits, the 
lower limit of record for free electives is 9 quarter units (13 degree programs have 0 free 
electives, exceptions granted in the past by our Academic Senate). 
The introduction of new degree programs and the evolution of the university curricula have led to 
some interesting uses of the major and support course categories. Because of the upper limit to the 
major column, courses which are obviously part of the major such as Senior Project, in fact entire 
concentrations, can be found in the support course column. Confusion has arisen as to where 
required major or support courses which are GE&B should be placed. The consistency and 
integrity of these designations are at best doubtful and faculty members designing programs as well 
as those evaluating curriculum end up playing games with columns. 
A major objective of this resolution is to encourage curricular flexibility and restructuring. Cal Poly 
has traditionally developed major curricula with lengthy sequences of prerequisite and support 
courses. Moreover, major programs tend to specify every course the student must take. As a 
result, when a course is unavailable or the student is "off cycle", the student and faculty advisor 
have no flexiblity without recourse to cumbersome deviation petitions. This same inflexibility often 
precludes advisors from tailoring programs to the needs of individual students. Even small changes 
in a rigidly constructed program can lead to restructuring of the entire program and major revisions 
in catalog and advising displays. 
This proposal encourages major programs to be structured with a required core of courses to be 
taken by all students in that program, followed by a block of restricted electives to be selected with 
the approval of the advisor. These restricted electives can be configured into a concentration or into 
a general group of advisor-approved courses which completes a broad, rather than specialized 
major. The Senior Project can be a natural extension of the specialized portion of the major - such 
as a concentration, if one is taken. 
The model proposed allows departments to retain the program structure presently in place, but 
builds in flexibility. In addition, if the department wishes to change a course outside the core, it can 
easily be accommodated in the restricted electives and does not require a catalog change. 
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Resolution on Curriculum Review 
The work which has resulted in this resolution has ensued over the past two years. At the end of 
Spring Quarter 1990, William Rife, then interim associate vice president for Academic Affairs, and 
C.A. Bailey, chair of the Academic Senate Curriculum Committee, spoke with the academic 
councils of all seven schools about the need for guideline revisions and a proposal to do so. In 
addition all department chairs were contacted at the end of Winter Quarter 1991 and asked to 
reconfigure their programs to the proposed revised guidelines. The Academic Senate Curriculum 
Committee has had this topic for discussion on its agenda over the past two years. 
With this background the Academic Senate Curriculum Committee would like to submit the 
following resolution to the full Senate for its consideration: 
AS­ -921___ 
RESOLUTION ON 
CURRICULUM 
WHEREAS there are few definitions imposed upon curriculum by legislative or chancellor's 
office mandate; and 
WHEREAS the local Campus Administrative Manual (CAM) is the source of description for the 
categories of courses in a baccalaureate program, namely Major, Support, General 
Education and Breadth, and Free Electives; and 
WHEREAS CAM also specifies the maximum number of units in the major course category; and 
WHEREAS current use of these categories and unit specifications has become mechanical rather 
than pedagogical resulting in a loss of meaning to these designations; and 
WHEREAS university curricula have matured and evolved since the CAM regulations were first 
written; therefore, be it 
RESOLVED that the Academic Senate move to reinstate integrity to the curriculum structure; and 
be it further 
RESOLVED that the CAM regulations more accurately reflect and direct current and future 
curriculum on campus; and be it further 
RESOLVED that CAM be revised as follows: 
410 UNDERGRADUATEPROGRAMS 
411 Guidelines for Majors, Options, Concentrations, and Minors 
A. Recognized Categories of Curricular Concentrations 
ENete: For the pupose of computing graae-peint-avemge at graduation, "maje~ 
definea as Follows in 1. and 2. belo~ 
1. 	 Major (B.S.) 
(a) 	For the B.S. degree the major shall consist of no less than 54 or more than 
70 quarter units of courses required for graduation in each curriculum. 
(1) 	 Of the units in courses designated as major, at least 27 must be in 300 or 
400 series courses. 
3 
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*(2) Of the units in courses designated as major, at least six must be 
required in the freshman and at least nine in the sophomore year. 
*This statement has been retained and appears below. 
(b) The courses--in-t:he major, designated as "M" courses, must be eJwlusive of 
-eRose used to satisfy the-ge-Aeral educ-ation requir-emenr. The "M" coaFSeS 
generaHy are those-with the majoreeprutmental prefix although others may-be 
i-ncluded. 
2. Major (B.A.) 
Eat For the B.l\. Degree the majof-Sflall consist of no less-tha:n-48-or more than 
~f..eet+FSes-re€£Ufr-ed-fe~aeh currietiWm 
(B--Gf...the units in courses designated as major, at least 24 must be in the 
300-eF-400-sefles courses. 
~ffil-ef 186 quanCf-Uflits required for tbe degree at least 60 mUSi 
be in 300or 400 series courses. 
(3) 	Of the units in courses designated as major, at least six must be required 
in-t-Ae-fre.s.h.ma.n-ear and at least six in the-sophomore-year. 
(b) The-eol:tfSes in the major, designat~ourses, must be ex:~ 
ffiese--used to satisfy the genral education requirement The "m" ceurses 
geHeFaH-y-are-those-vvitlt-~11e-fl'lfljoF-€lepartmelttal--p~ough others-may 
be-include&. 
A . Course Categories 
Curriculum course categories shall be Major Courses. Support Cour es. General 
Education & Breadth Courses. and Free Elective Courses. Each category shall be 
subject to the following guidelines. 
1. Major Courses 
(a) 	Definitions 
(1) 	Major courses shall be those having the prefix of the major program. 
(2) Courses from any other prefix or discipline may be. but need not be. 
designated as a major course. 
(3) For the purpose of computing grade point average in the major at 
graduation, specific major courses may be designated to the Evaluation 
Office by the department offering the program. Unless otherwise 
designated. all courses in the major column will be counted toward the 
major G.P.A. 
(b) Units 
(1) In accordance with Title 5. there shall be a minimum of 54 quarter 
units designated as major courses or cour. e areas for the B.S . def;rree and 
a minimum of 36 quarter units for the B.A. degree. 
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(2) Of the units in courses or course areas designated as major. at least 
27 must be in 300 or 400 serie courses for the B.S. and at least 18 units 
for the B.A. 
(3) Of the units in courses or course areas designated as major. at least 
15 units should designated in lower division courses; 
(4) For students pursuing the same degree ob·jective at least 50% of their 
major courses or course areas should be the same. 
(5) Courses in the major which fulfill General Education & Breadth 
requirements should be listed in the Major Course category with a 
reference (as an asterisk) to the GE&B area. 
B. Guidelines Relating to Concentrations 
(c) Concentrations 
(1) Definition 
A concentration is block of at least five designated major courses ill.:Q 
283) or course areas to be chosen with the approval of the student's 
adviser comprising from 18 to 29 quarter units chosen to provide a 
special essentially different capabilities emphasis for the student. No 
single course should appear in every concentration: such courses should 
be included in the major. The courses for a concentration shall appear in 
the major course column. 
(2) Units 
At least 50% of the units in a concentration shall be the same course or 
course areas for all students taking that concentration. 
3. Support Courses 
(a) Definition 
A support course is any specified course outside of the home department. 
Courses with the horne department prefix shall not appear in the support 
course category. 
Support courses which fulfill General Education & Breadth requirements 
shall appear in the Support Cour e category with a reference Cas an asterisk) 
to the appropriate GE&B area. 
4. General Education & Breadth 
Those areas and courses designated as fulfilling General Education & Breadth 
requirements as defined by Title 5 and Executive Order 338 shall appear in the 
category of General Education & Breadth Courses. Areas which can be met by 
major and support courses shall be designated by a reference (as an asterisk) and the 
comment- "This reqllirement is met by taking the major (support) courses marked 
with an asterisk (*)." 
5. Free Electives 
Free elective means a course chosen solely by the student with no curricular 
restrictions. There shall be a minimum of 9 units of free elective. in each curriculum 
5 
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unless the program is recommended for an exemption by the Academic Senate and 
the exemption is approved by the President of tbe university. 
6. General 

At least 60 units of the total bachelor's degree units. for both the B.A. and B.S .. 

shall be at the 300-400 level. 
Proposed by: 
The Curriculum Committee 
on April14, 1992 
Cal ::?..12y St.::!t8 Univ~X!;.i1:-y 

Gan J..uis Ob.i!IJ?C>. CA 93~07 
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t1i~·ection.1 Wl1t"'~"' t.,h·!.s h.a!;~~-en!".. , t.l"'.l.e:·. ·facuj.ty ~l'"E-pl~·es~n.teti.\ b).~ ~.:"tJ.(: 
8;:.'\.&lJJ.'i:.U) c~~vi du !itt)~ l:rH. ~tC:~{-!Jt_Jt;. ,,r rojP.et. The pro:;e1 c~t.Jor: !.'5 
:~:o:::.· t:h~ r-on~1;.e tQ ·takt;; t'h~ .ir..l.t:;,,~)~.;i,vl'~ ~.vhcrt d~a lin~ w_\ d! ·~· ::' :~\j.z;} 'l.t: 
futw~·e ~~b'l,:;fl·.~. W~ .k.).¢;»~ t~·~at. t.b"! s~:mat.(~ x·l3ct.U.. ~ is an ··:dv.i:~c:·' · 
hcdy t.o t-_i-;o P..dmin:L~n::t'<l~:jc.n ,. ~i,c.ny t.:U'i'i~:5 ·w~ hu:..•,~: he~:;·:: ;·h 
~rt.155..dent &.tCj t.~~ S~::~ior ~/i.ct~' '{:.~.~~·i..:l~:~Jlt ~~·~'~·Y (~)f ·~-~l~:ix {-:\e.si·~)~:· ··. 
..;~,_;.;·\s\.dt~tioO!A md J.aput. f.'::·cm t'!,:l• l.:e<c·,_tlt.y. Ou · f;...il_.:_lure t.~:' t>l"\l'' .;_;;-; 
•.')0~)~\.!.'t t..at;.i(',~ r'!\.t'ld in~1.;t ll-Q.i.~O~A'~fHI (~kC tr.";td.i tir.:.-na~. .'n):/.!..'>. a ::_"0.', ' 
't.b .. :tt uPP.i!~ent~ly t ....~e \~nlini:str.~ti.c.n ~::l'O~\ld l.:.~i!' tc- maint.;:.in. 
if-"hilt.~ w~ cl.!n ap;.~::t·eci.:rte th~ p:t·:>~.)le.ws th~ .~~1'f:ini!\-.:.ra·::ion 1 ~· f.; 
x~g.:u:dinliJ t.:~~ c1n::rt·nt bu<.;&)frt.aTy r-:t-obl.em.s. \..re ;.r.:.re not. ~;r•i:.L:!f; • 
that tho0 ~:x.-c}C~!'se~ .:md ~:r~).:-:~du .~!"~ that a:r-e be·:lng f<:>1 1-::."<.''f~d ,_:,:c-.::. : ;· 
~.::etsv.\nj t·ritl~ t:he ~t:b.J·re phi.!.c·~--:-~l~!'l~! of. !i:.:>·vel·r..anc~· anJ ~tX ul ..,~.~:·: -·' 
-l'l~· Cl)~'pou~od. It. i~ fran-\:1 y n·,·l e:JY!l·••~.:-rsssme.·lt wh~n vfle ·~-~7f..;d~ t.''·· ; 
.?.~oAdm.in 1:!. r..:.oini: to be c··;t. t t.hl!;T.: t,, :ce.:~d tne very r.l!:lxt t!ai ;,_"r:.• :· 
to do so '\tH,uld be i.n 1PJ(lla~~l~·n of the lab.-~1.· c.:on':.ract... 'J.',; •:· 
deci.~tionl!! ·to ve~:ti::a.ll ;._: (;ut i1•;,me E~on<'·mi C!i and Fn,r.; in ·>:.:::r· ~ ~· 
'!~cbnolon:~r t,~~v (.):t' r\\r.!Y :nc·t h'l!· in tbc ·)est interest.-:. c F t.J. ~ . 
Ur~iver$l'ty, Uowe"Vtn: cu p·:)lH:iQca:~ ·pr..,se1.n.·e JOOunt.5 .. \H! z;~.e ''" 
w~ve1:.·.ina of.: p('J1jition f:re4'1\ "tb~~ Hil'l 11 • Should t.he3e ~....<]l.l~ fr.:.)~ 
bud3ot. r~d4JC'tlone be mada ~joz·.ixcntctlly o~r ·v~rtically·? \-!h·y '>!ef·t> 
f-l,cult.y ~~<.>t c:Jntmlted t,,~fo'!."f.\ t.hese de-::J.rd·:m:s were mad~ (Oof.!•~isj_ons 
::~:'lt. ~-~i:~h·. ··,''l:•X·y· ";'(~~J.l. h..f.)~_r(' t•:J b.!; :r.;l~H.d.n.;.L,,.-1 o·r mc• .iif"'-~~d. ~·:<: i<:.':.. ~ 
~.L n~..'4.dy h>;):-:~r~·~d •:'•'-1 i)t~ ;;.~<!.;-Sa .;jf RecAdrnit'!) '/ 'l'he I.:~...~~til:.~~.;~ Oi'~in_g 
·~r>~.il.-'t?.*'d ).:C:'e JJ('_/:.. .:::.':P:i.~'!':-, haV!!t. nflVf;;JT." oo~n ape .U;=;d >'>t.i, l; ; i!tnd 
:'JL:,-·;-:i.o't-U.:t.!,y ·'l-t...t> WJ't ir:i:.oer~·i-:>.;1 tn .ir~hde thot!Se mol3t aff.acV:.·d, t.~···f 
i:. ll!.~l..'.d. t.y. 
:)-.i-~' 5vn.~v-; ke~:-H•: G•JJ~:5.n·;~ \.r~J: '1 Sl:.oul.d ~ub bf:' .:r•.~d~ ver~ 5'>:~11·! \:·L 
:h..i::·>'.DlV.~''~~Jy£'" 'fie 00 nr:>t bel).e~'t-' t.he prCihJ.q.m can be ~.educ\Sd: t-·_. 
,~ .:·:.·h ~:) -~·\iuU.-~·: t11:rn'~. Obv.ir.:~·~'!lJ!', ~:ho~t~ hot. offect.e,-1 :.'-V~~·?oi:t: 
·-r:!:··_.\..t,;~.:~,·,_ c.;_,t'.Pl. •:rt..::;.':.c :.i't1 ,_)·~;:..l{-'' 0•it.'l! ls tr.ue fO!.' t.hc-•t'Hi ::.n :).c('·(!~-~}.;-;::. 
:~ J .:;-n·::-~iLi.•rt:'· ! r:t..: 1:·'-..; ·;,e ··?Ut, It is rnt).re .lmpurt.m; t. t};.<>r'< -.~. 
'G~:·::t~~::~~·~ : r • .:: t.h8· t.:r·..:~ i:.S fJ~~e.": ~~"11;.1 bi.nd t·c-~~·t-_n.J;:r, La~t. 'Y~ ·.P' r .; .• y; 
f•t·<::·SP.:'f.\'1'\ ~~_r: v·iew 'A"ask ;_<'cn.· c;;~~ l..._::Jed ·the te.n11 "Uios cvt!l :~ to d 1 :~· .1 ·- r:-
f.:.1:crn.!-!H· t.lu~.t. Wt"ot'e ~ -~ •)f>li:J i:nat.ir.m of ?·~J. tical l!nd horiz ~- ~ -: -:: 1 . 
')'!1l3 t.il..:.• l ::. doe~~ !'VJt. add •·.e~... ).:he f. act ·Chn.l: t"C.i1.~'UlUti<:>n h ,:1::-i )1• \_;-, 
:r~a11y -t.:;k~n pl>:..ct1. Th~ fa~ulty have ;1cy·-: 1~~d an r.oppo'!·t:l.u~"i. -~·.y · ,.~_ 
r,: /;..,:>v·.~.,]f! :\.n~·ut ·r.o ':h'!t~e :t,~c~i~J.cns:. The~::e has be·!'n l'\O con5 1.l:~ t.rAt:'i.•:-:'1. 
-:d.i-:.r-. f.-::v·~ult.-~·~ -"i~·~d 1:-lf'f:nc"':- -t-..he de~l'adtai:ion t.(_-, student. •.'>nt'i _:;;<.:~'-'1 ·__ ..,_. 
rc ·:·t:J.G ., .•~:- n'lil.!~5 f";~it.!~ ..~ 1:1 t:.hf') ">~··~)t:.n~~ of P.l·otc~.ts in the pi:o:~t t.::.'..<:" 
..~~-Y::S I· 
1'i'.·Ct J...&~t~.':LlS'i:J::-r.tt:i•Jt, fn:Q.:ii~t ~:--1?...&'1 tor wor3t ca'!lls c.:>ndii.:i,)m;. Tr·.'~ 

j•t.:.r.:,--;_~.1~-:-:·t(::;-,~ an'~ t!},c: (!r)t.'ltx-"~;;t requi."N'' ..:~rti">.in st&p::! to b;~ 1:....-":..\::F•n ·; ,-) 

1:':;;~ ev'="nt \."·f fQ:~~.!U·.;.r r~du.:.:tir.m:!. 'l"hfJ"'~ pL:u'ls rn1J~1·: in--~-:...;_. 

s· ;::.r:v.:\ t.y. ~I'hL'$ h•.;~ r~c.1·( t-~~k,~n r>:( ac~ up to tiL\~ i='Oint, 

ll";..:_ri;~ t..i::;.-ii f·ol.t.:-v1...-)t; ;_~~~.~~~!· t,)_0::,(-~b7')' will not. ~-,.,k~ ·'!. s .\ gnif 5-.. (~;~~!·f~·;·:. 

~-:~.£.C:e:;-.em~:~ ir~ tl,,o; ;·.-.;_·_0E:~~t :-::.·,:~~~.l--:.m3 ~.:hot- rnu~,t. ::1•~ ?..t} t1~.~!-'~ ~ ~~; ~:-:.. ·:.~ ; 

:J.;;:(.;i,riJu.?.llll ano o'.:,"::.''e'.~t-:l.•:e- 1 '( <:.he:y itn.p-;;ct tbe 

~- i.Gaif ic~nt.!..v affect. f(::·~\11 tv ::,!Y:i llt~l<~<!llt crat.}.t·ale • 

.t. !1':.~· ,~·tn.l,-rt.~.('t< ~,;-.. <1:1~t ';'111J move t,c D:•.·,r.ts:!..;.'1f\ :~ ;'.·:J• .• ;:',;' 
!,r,~l~?l'·~-;~.r:'..,-_:,~;. pa.-_t;:-:·_,___,,,,y-l•t' ~~-rv.. -··;l w-e ;>robC'.bly ~-U.l iv·.·:~e IY) :_,,_-:;,, ·::·_,, 
~.::-00.'\J.P~~te ~,~,a :..n~ t i C'···F.. .:.he :=c·:~'.";:i.·r. y~ars, th;:: rc.} ,-3 ;~f ;,~.~.h1 :;.,'(J,':~· ,:.-: 
t.h.l~l '~a.tr1.pt!:l ha~ ccr..:::.~.mted ·to di;iilini.:!.h to 'c.he pc.•int. ·..fh•n-f.· '<Ire \Tw·:·_ 
:l:•~r.!.-~.:•usly con~.lder -~- (!>.'!\t..he:t· ~X\~ athltrt.lc activity >U.tt> :,,:;r:- :J;:· 
c;:m-~!6 oar1 b~ juttt.if.:.ad. 
~. He<N· facul t.y ~ 1\:t. t.J.'li.!- i.n;:l'Y moment. ~...rhile tht': ~ d.rJJ.-1i.t;t.T~':··-_ 3 (; ~ 
.•.s t.H.r-i~~~t.in.a lo.c~·ci•l'l~ ._, ,otze<i fac:vJt·r tw: :~.-;w--otf,. .-..,. 
r~~tt?£rt.meJ.'\'~-~ li-X'e hixine ne,._.· f<!,~u l t;.·i 'Ihe recent.~.y <'lii:'P_,--a~..·;; ::'. .,;;..:."-. L­
.tt1'1tl Ph.i!•J2HJphy D~~~·:'f~} prC'J!1;::. &. . i'l.."t't;; i.nt.e:.r:vie\'o·.:i.nf-: i-\~..:1 .oi::...:t.:J:.~Ii.'i. 
f"~:!'t of the~e ?<"·t.e::n;iol la·:•z•:{{::-! It shcnd.d a·:_ tiC· r,,-o, n·Yf ~~:t :.• · 
~to'th the 3enj c;::- V:u.:\!• Prf!J\ ).:_;ant and the.; Dc~~}l ni' L:..be-:r ,.\l -~ 
public.ly annoMced thi:-lt ~_g~_g xc~ourcl':i~ lol'•;tt.t1d nc·t. ~;r:.: r:f Be:.k;c: ... 
~'ll"'r;)\)rt 't.:'r,ese t\IO Vl'~R!·ams. Ha':1·e 'these prr,.uis~)~ lJ~I! r: l~~t.r0t.? 
3, ~Jew/ fldded ~tar f: 7ha ~~·ic~ P'r!'sid~nt for 3t.Jde·;·n: J~U> · ., · 
ctmt.L'mec to Erll:I.U:ie her ~tal:f. Other· non-~cad":)mi.·: o.~{J-;·J:...,,.,, · 
al~o be ·nir5.~--,.g- a~ 'I>:':! ~peak of tenared t.:e•:rmin~ti.or;.~·. ';';:_,. 
AdlrJin.ist."t"ation ~f'!.Ot:ild ~.,la..,;'f! u.~·., ;i.rf·!fJ.~J3J.,.a.~ tr.·e'!!i'~e on <.:..1":.' .;<•.1~d -~'l. 
!'tow and/or :r.·epltice<"Non~: h.ir~o, t:<•T.h ;_:_.,.cult~· -d.nd s t~t i. :'-~€JJ., _-,' 
.(.:h~re21 nu~· bain.g .:;cr::('dn~l.isfJ9d. by fulJ.. ... ·t.j,j-ne .staff ~;::}\11.-:i J;.:.~;· 
i!Ccor;1plis-hed l-fith stu::~.~~mt. h1..">:'•~tr>. ')~his .,rotlld 'help th~ fin~nci..(<:. 
·,. P;;;y r.a.:uHl'S: ()p ,T~:!\.\c.l-"Y l, 1991, al':'i\.:)3t c.~i!-eX"f adnd.n.i::;·t~_-atr_,·;,·· 
.:m c,·i.mpt:t::3 ;;·~cei•••l.:d. a pa·:l :r?ti&e. som~ af!;<:)unt.ii1g t.o m-any 17.hou . ..,c\.ll·~>s 
cr do I J.rl! ::s. '1':1(~ t··)t~l <:~f al} "f. th~s~ raise-s could sig:ni.f ~~e.'i;'"J'C~ v 
•-:,)~;::r~:>·:~t t1·l·~~· tn1d~·~·~: l4~h::,r.~ t) &: E :.rat.io. IndJvidua11y ~·h~~~-~-~ 
·: ;:;. J. ,.. -::"·~-. 1';U((1t n··::t. ':!o o i,;:,~..i .f icant.. but r.o t~ho£5e of us , . .,-n ') In :,re n :• :: 
~,een <> ..:.:·i.se, an 3 wi~'.l n-:-)t :f.;-·T the fc-:·osE::"3able fub.ne, t.h:L.": u: .;: 
'L:,~i.:nl'1.t •:;i~'.::..~egru·,~ ::r.:.:c t.h6 iM'.<:<:!: .. ·a of f.a.,,:u}t.')', 
-., t;:~~.1:~ t...~/: ~}EJ !.~....1'"t) })~of::.= ~.:~_:I.<) ~)~ th..~ A~.tnir!i~;·t:-t· at ic'n t I·,;!'\. ~· :. 
:5hr.)uld c·.::..n.:~)~d~\!.'t '!,Lm~.'.:·;L:'Jnt~· v~::.. 11 HnJ: ir·p.r:.-rt~nt;~ p.i-·')gl.'Gm;;;, ··I'i'tL· 
:··" ,'\ ~~):.::,~:~(:t..·:ve an(, j\~d~mental st..a:r.:~~nent. nc'r. h.:.~::;ed ~·.71 ·.':->:'. 
ix.f-.:rr,~·.-'3~,.ion th,;,t h~.!;l bJf.H> p::~·o:;,sent.eJ. 'The· Ad."!''.in.i!-t...:t:·.~t:.or:. .. ·.;,,,;:~·\.~i··:. 
th;:··.:;·c.;.t;~r: tJ,e l~t~im!:'l, h<:'!..' :.i.~:..~·~i<idv dcci~e-d ~;. r;:r(·~ram r-:r.ic.,r:.ty 'LLI.s,.. : 
.~:.m!:nJ..:. ·.:.~n ;~<).;:; ".d·~h th~ S{"<~"'.atz;, :-1uch ac:··~·.l.:.n"ts havr-t .:;re;).te,_:, .;:J).,r:_.::' 
~:-.f.~;,-;~ ....=:..car.;~:.-:: ey!"~'i-~-~-,, r~r; i;h.i~ ~3J"\'\P1.J.S! :'he fi.nt.~l ..:~~~t~~l~-.)~~ z..,.f;J_2_::;_:_~~~ir,_,.,:· 
.-:~q·...uty tJeal~ .., .. _i~:·n. -;·:·<Jo {,,,;t ·~:~'~•1:. i:_Lrc. of t.ht:" .Pr-::>:J,:r.·c.;~:; '.--,. .. ;>7il~·,:. 
·~-~ \81 :·e. C· _: ) l)J~'t::V ~: Ct -~~!-5} '"y j. ~:L; I-·::: ·:.i :~ ~!- t_: f r ·r ~-;.1.i r:~j_na ~~ it·· n ~:'c~ !; ~. c~ :. ~: r:·r.~-~ ~~- ~-· . ·; r· . 
t~11.e. ~Li~)_,~i$t ·r~eTC.fJ4\·!;;:n~~l~ ~,-i; :~·.a()~t-.~sn ~··i.~.-:'Ul t:.t ~:,f r;d''~( t).l"•Jf!,> ,;~:r. r.:q~ 
r~ainl''~;.'lt" b!n.le ,.,~ i''C·r'i-.: lJ.;.J.d t.o i/X.O\Ilde an imp:r.-,,ved lx;L);,;:..·,, ,·,i 
;,··:~rft~i!n ·;.~·l•:: MLH•."l'j,t.i.·~~~ 1~t~ C~l. Pcly, t..:he .1\d~r;lni.t:.t.!:'d'!",;.or. ilf-'P'.-;:·J>~·,, tee 
!':'f:: <.~(,..i,:~,.-(... ".f .h;.~'.•~:~cll·,i_v.., ~::::. i:'hl':l .-..~s·~~. 
fi. ~'}-.:.hM:.·: WtF:, ~··-!· T:·~\16 t.~.at ·the VJ.tz'€1 Pr~~:ident 1:::f R('.i:I<'~,E':'•'.l• 
,;:,~fa.~.:rg 'ha5 l'l·-~ cor:~tJ.·ol o.f ''non -a~a-:Jem.ic 11 activities :;n •..: ?1!H~:)\.t:.;,. 
The fact .l~, tiKu~• 'non.-(:ic~<J.".:,:l'J:i.c~l prcgT·..">~ns c~n~t..'..'Tte hmd;:.·. t ..Ut! 
\.!O'.t-td be redirect.f1.i i(.1t~ t.he ·ilCI!d~mic 3ide c.f tJJ.i.S ':~i"i..l'npUS, .'~l 
the VP h•:•,, no '~:orrt:·o.:.,ll '-.Ne:r: tn~ae ;;-,;.;:ttexs, then tha rl':!s;>;..>r~a.!b< .~l:y 
rr.,l~:.t. :..~o~·t wit:h t:b,:· t::li.r?1 ·~h.u b;::s t:f:~~ final say in a:~.l matt:m:::: ,·,;. 
tj)t~ C\l:ll.::I'U':l. ':he r:"r<i!!:.l~t):!t Jm.i~t. .tn.Jke i't clear tJ\;~·t fJFc V.,,i) ·~·;:: 
\-lt','ltev-aoi, l~ r~·~u'?ls~r...",·r t.C:) ;,)1:<::It-::~ct th;,': .bit~g:d.t~y cf e;;d })!-< v. r. 
p;.:ozrarn.:5. I see L~~.~·.le ~v5d€-'.n•.:.:J ·~::t.&t this i:') ccr:,:.:-.-r).c;:.:,. t)>· ~·,"'.' 7 -
ot.:.r build .in!{~ cmd •)0'!~"1~ f~c. ~:! ;: .i.e5. Do w~ rea} 1y rw~~d d tb(.''-'< .'•.•i:·. 
51";,'3.!: f. ~ upp.:.:~::-t.:;_t;g .:1 ·':lio ~.~sa:: d t ;·~~HY c ·~ns ide(.r<:~bl y .l.!.' :f.:~i 1 fa· ·1Jl t. y· · _,!v, 
1n~r,y faculty pc_,~;5.tioi'l.3 &.rt: being 1•~3.d ba·d~ J,;,y the Ad!11;.nis•:!'<'' ;,.;<; 
to be ~.-~tld ..;n '?.he .e·;·~nt of a."i''e.rg€'•Jc~?? H-o~1 mr.mv f,'lcu~.~~v f<•:c. .. (. ,~·:;·''· 
are O".::(;~\l1i~...~~l tr;· ·tro~e P··.t1t:"fol.:mi.nR ~~v~...~~~J,istrc:ill;.--~ <i .....rt it-1·~~. 
t.~lareto:r·e w:-t in ~::t~ c:1 as&l·:ocm? 
Fi~lally, th'"-'5e £.:!'!} d1 f f :L _. ul;;. t.:tJ';1~ ~; <"ind ).: -:~<T.li r~; di :: f i 1 ~-. .1 " 
decitd.on8, We e.:ca ~.t 'l·:t~.·.s };•,dn'~. 'h:oc:;.idlng i.:bcd· ncr:-h·cu::;i'.SI l'.: 
&"e rnolC~ .:'.mpor.t.!tr:t. th~r~ c-ul- .·.:~,~t.Jlt.y, t~,~e e.~-e ·~<>J..d t.:1.3t <.:' '~L 
·th~ budi~!"":'. :.·emair..tt: -cJ:~~ ~-alM ..::·..~~ la~t. ·;e.'::.l.~, we oh0ulc LiYf.').f.':' ·· ·: ~ . 
ti!>nJ f~~\-c.l t.~ in. •:»rdE:r t:o l'I\J,L'ltal~'1 ~~me rat ~-o .:A: l al··:.~•- d-' ,;, 
!'rl(ii.:e:;:-.hd.:~~ { f.~v~nlt;:r tc (1 .,>;. .\<~~ 'fhis .i3 ~~n l:.~_5to::.:ic,:;,} n-.~:•!'Y.:·,~:~.: 
ow· 'hist..::,.._c-·i/; T€nr.Jn.:::1ti.~.g s~~~}ol: facul·tf to LLW p~p;~r ·''"'J. ..... _,-, ~ 
~mPP.l J. '8:~ ~ter.: ac;x·r~·~· t.hat t.h£•!;e i t'l;."m:=> a:!:e i.Iti?Or ,._i'J·:.t, but .n f.': •. ·.., ·. 1· 
roore lm~rtant. tha.'"l ocr :=:!!~llow t.ee.,Jher ::-? 
I know th~l'e Are a C!Umber of otht!~i:r C011Cerns e·;.c-.t rr·~\lSt bt£.~ VCt/,':-~t~~c~ 
resar~'H.nu the t.\.~dge't, an.d hc·w we might. dt"Jal 1:-dt.h tJ-.:em. I l1~P": 
t.bi!! memo i3 ac:Joeptod. as .!!. point of departur~ a.s w-r~ :'~'.t!5C.u3'' 1 .::H· 
rf!lal isa•..2.e~ . 
) 

Resolution 

To: 	 /\fadetnit: Sen~te 
P.resJ.dcut Baker 
AU Academic Depa.rtmt'nts 
Front; Mathematics Department 
D~te: S/S/92 
Subject Further cuts and athletics 
Whereas it is now known that the State shortffJl Js larger than 
orlglnallyprojected(1ObUliondollars), 
Whereas additional culS are t~xpected, 
\\'hereas Cat Poly isanacademic institution, 
Be it resolved thatadditional reductions in programs, due to lack of 
funds, beginwith reduction orelliuination ofthe athletics 
program, 
and be it further resolved that each intercollegiate spr>rt be 
redesignated as a chtb and have the same support as any other 
ASI sponsored dub, 
And be it further .resolved tlmt no academic program be reduceci 
beyond the current levels, due to lack offunds, until all possible 
savi:o.gs have been achieved by elimination ofsupportofthe 
a tbJetic program. 
~~/>0 _ -=-9.,-., s · s- ·c;z_ 
CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY ADMINISTRATIVE BULLETIN 81-S 
San Luis Obispo, CA 93407 
November 13, 1981 
POLICY AND REVIEW PROCEDURES 

FOR DISCONTINUANCE OF AN ACADEMIC PROGRAM 

Attached is a copy of the Policy and Review Procedures for Discontinuance of an 
Academic Program. This policy was devel oped in response to a directive from the 
Chancellor•s Office that each campus have written campus procedures approved by 
the Chancellor. The policy was prepared by Academic Affairs Staff in consultation 
with the Academic Council and the Academic Senate. 
I hereby approve the attached statement, effective immediately • 
.. 
November 13, 1981 
Date 
Note: 	 This Administrative Bulletin should be filed in the Appendix of the 
Campus Administrative Manual and an entry made in the CAM Index and 
the title added to the Administrative Bulletins title page. 
CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY ADMINISTRATIVE BULLETIN 81-5 
SAN LUIS OBISPO, CA 93407 
November 13, 1981 
POLICY AND REVIEW PROCEDURES 

FOR DISCONTINUANCE OF AN ACADEMIC PROGRAM 

Many CSU campuses, including Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, may find it necessary to 
reduce faculty, support, and administrative positions due to enrollment declines 
or financial support reductions. When financial support is reduced, the 
discontinuance or curtailment of programs or departments sometimes emerges as 
the alternative which does the least harm to the quality of remaining programs. 
Program and department discontinuance or curtailment are valid ways of 
responding to reductions in resources; however, program discontinuance can and 
must be accomplished with minimal impact. Program discontinuance decisions 
must be made in a reasoned way which will minimize damage to institutions and 
to the majority of their programs. 
The following procedures have been developed in response to EP&R 79-10, January 26, 
1979, Chancellor Dumke to Presidents, "Interim Policy for the Discontinuance of 
Academic Programs,•• and EP&R 80-45, June 12, 1980, Vice Chancellor Sherriffs 
to Presidents, "Clarification of Interim Policy for Discontinuance of Academic 
Programs. 11 These documents outline general procedures for program discontinuance 
and request that campuses submit local disc.ontinuance procedures. 
I. 	 PROCEDURES 
A. 	 A proposal to discontinue an academic program will ordinarily be 
the result of regular program review but a request for special 
review may be initiated at any time by a majority vote of the 
faculty or department head of the affected department 
or school dean or the Vice President for Academic Affairs. 
B. 	 If the request for review is approved by the Vice President for 
Academic Affairs, a Discontinuance Review Committee will be 
appointed by the Vice President for Academic Affairs to conduct 
a review in accordance with the procedures outlined in this 
document and, as required by the CSU Chancellor•s Office, make 
recommendations to the Vice President for Academic Affairs. 
C. 	 The review committee will consist of: 
1. 	 A representative from the Academic Program office 
2. 	 Dean or Associate Dean of affected school 
3. 	 Department Head of affected department 
4. 	 Two faculty representatives nominated by the Chair of 
the Academic Senate, one from the affected department and 
one from outside the affected school 
5. 	 One student from the affected department nominated by the 
ASI President 
6 . 	 Assoc iate Vice President for Academic Programs (nonvo ting) 
AB ~ 

D. 	 The completed review will be submitted to the Vice President for 
Academic Affair s , the Academic Deans Counci 1 and the Academic 
Senate for revi ew and recommendation. 
E. 	 The President will consider the recommendations of the Vice 
President for Academic Affairs, Academic Deans Counci I, and 
Academic Senate, and make recommendations to the Chancellor's Office. 
I I. CONSIDERATIONS IN PROGRAM DISCONTINUANCE REVIEW 
Considerations for program discontinuance will be similar to those 
for initiation of new programs: 
A. 	 What will be the impact of discontinuance in terms of: 
a. 	 Student demand 
I 	 b. Statewide or regional human resources needs c. 	 Other compelling needs B. 	 Is the program the most effective way of meeting the identified 
needs? 
1 C. 	 Do programs exist at Cal Poly or on other campuses which could 
handle the enrollment of students in this program? 
D. 	 How will enrollment shifts affect other instructional areas at 
Cal Poly? 
E. 	 If the program is one which prepares students for a specific 
occupation or profession, are there current surpluses in California 
of individuals so trained? 
F. 	 If the program is one which contributes to the general education 
and breadth of the student, will other instructional areas be able 
to compensate for the discontinued program? 
G. 	 Effects of discontinuance on facilities: 
1. 	 How will discontinuance of the program affect facilities use 
patterns? 
2. 	 How wi II discontinuance of the program affect facilities 
planning? 
H. 	 Financial effects of discontinuance: 
1. 	 How wi 11 discontinuance of the program chance the current 
financial situation? 
2. 	 How wi 11 discontinuance affect future allocations to the 
campus? 
3. 	 What are the 1ike 1y dollar savings of program discontinuance? 
l. 	 Effects on faculty, staff, and students: 
1. 	 How will discontinuance of a program affect its faculty, 
staff, and students? 
2. 	 If the program is discontinued, what will be done to assist 
these people profes s ionally and in humanitarian terms? 
AB 81-5 

Ill . INFORMATION FOR PROGRAM DISCONTINUANCE REVIEW 
The information considered during the evaluation of an academic program 
for discontinuance 1vi II include but wi II not be I imi ted to: 
A. 	 The most recently completed Review of Existing Degree Programs 
with current statistical update. 
B. 	 The most recent accreditation report, if a program is accredited 
or approved. 
C. 	 If not contained in A or B: 
1. 	 FTEF required each quarter for the past three years 
2 . 	 Special resource~ and facilities required 
3. 	 Number of students expected to graduate in each of the 

next three years. 

D. 	 Conclusions and recommendations of the project team on Academic 
Programs, contained in the 1980 edition of Academic Program and 
Resource Planning in the California State University and Colle es , 
p. 2 . 
\ . ~ . S:?. JO·~c- ~/s1~ z... 
. RECEIVED 
APR 3 0 1992 
Academic Senate 
GRADUATE STUDIES AT CAL POLY 
a proposal initiated by 
the Graduate Studies Committee 
April 24, 1992 
Mission and goals 
Graduate studies in The California State University system 
involves programs leading to the master's degree and in some 
instances, to joint doctoral degrees in collaboration with 
doctoral degree granting institutions in the state. The term 
"graduate work" also applies to postbaccalaureate work leading to 
a credential or certificate. CSU campuses offer the Master of 
Science and the Master of Arts degrees as well as applied degrees 
(both first and second professional degrees). 
The goal of graduate education at Cal Poly is to offer 
students advanced study in professional and technical programs 
relevant to professional currency and scholarship, and consistent 
with the overall mission of the university. Generally, master's 
degree programs will satisfy this need, although in certain 
instances, joint doctoral programs will be the appropriate means. 
The master's degree indicates that the holder has mastered a 
program of study in a particular field sufficiently to pursue 
creative projects in that specialty. The degree is normally 
awarded for the completion of a coherent program designed to 
assure the mastery of specified knowledge and skills, rather than 
for the accumulation of a certain number of random course credits 
after the baccalaureate. 
Graduate education has many benefits. The concentration on 
advanced learning, characterized by problem-solving and the 
search for new knowledge, creates an intensified intellectual 
environment that benefits students, faculty and, thus, the entire 
campus community. It offers faculty members the opportunity to 
pursue intellectual inquiry and research in greater depth than at 
the baccalaureate level. The emphasis on applied educational 
programs and research directly benefits the State of California 
and its industry. 
2 
Background 
Cal Poly offers master's degree programs that are 
concentrated in a highly selected number of areas. In 1989, the 
Western Association of Schools and Colleges accreditation team 
noted in its report that since its last study, master's programs 
have continued to develop and mature: "Several of the master's 
programs have grown notably in size and quality during the past 
decade.... 11 One programmatic area--the MS degree in 
Counseling--offers only master's level programs, but this is the 
exception "since graduate programs at Cal Poly operate in a 
campus culture that remains primarily undergraduate in 
orientation." The report goes on to note that as faculty 
qualifications continue to increase, "it is reasonable to expect 
that graduate programs will continue to be strengthened." 
Some of the evidence the WASC team used is shown in the 
snapshot of enrollments given in ~ Appendi~t~ . This chart 
shows that the number of master's candidates nas increased &YeP 
~l~~mp~qs~~ in the last ~ ~j years, and the number of rnas~·er'"'s'"""(l~~r~es offered has incrAeased from fifteen to nineteen. 
In addition, qualifications of new faculty have improved and 
external grants for research have rown tenfold in the last 
decade to over $4,2-00,000 '· . garnering the equivalent of 
over $5099 ~~-~:q in resea ' ... s for each graduate student 
on campus--tw1ce the amount earned per student by our nearest 
competitor in the csu. What is remarkable about this record of 
achievement is that it has been achieved under particularly 
trying circumstances. 
A ~al State committee was formed ~aree 19~ years ago to 
study the master's degree on the then nineteen ·campuses. Its 
thorough report and implementation plan, which identifies a 
number of areas of serious concern, was appre¥ea 
the Trustees at its s ber 1991 meeti 
e 
, ding on this report, notes 
following impediments to quality graduate programs: 
an admissions office that finds it increasingly difficult to 
accommodate the special needs of graduate admissions in the crush 
of undergraduate applications 
a graduate curriculum .review process that does not include 
evaluation by a university-wide group committed to ~ the 
welfare of graduate programs 
mode and level funding that uses 15 student credit units as 
the fulltime load for graduate students rather than a 12 or 9 
student credit unit load. 
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an administrative environment that mingles graduate and 
undergraduate concerns routinely, even when their needs are 
distinct and clearly different 
inadequate instructional workload credit for faculty members 
advising students on theses, especially second and third readers 
inadequate funding for library and support services crucial 
to advanced work 
no general fund support for graduate assistantships for 
research or teaching 
no recognition in the financial aid program for the unique 
needs of graduate students, or the crucial role that out-of-state 
tuition waivers play in building a program 
no identity for graduate students outside the department 
through such perquisites as the assignment of library carrels or 
the allotment of special recognition at graduation 
Enhancing graduate studies 
This is an opportune time to examine the role of graduate 
studies at Cal Poly. Senate Bill No. 1570 (the Nielsen Bill), 
signed into law in the Fall of 1990, reaffirms the primary 
mission of The California State University as the provision of 
undergraduate and graduate instruction through the master's 
degree, with continued authorization of the joint doctoral 
degree. 
In addition, the university-wide strateqic Planninq 
committee, formed to assess the direction the campus should 
pursue, proposed in its working draft ( 11 Cal Poly Strategic 
Planning Document," September, 1991) the following statemeat fer 
eeAsiEleratie:A ey the ealftpus: ~ :,~Cal Poly shall support and 
develop quality graduate progr·arns'··th2it complement the mission of 
the university. ~ 
Oejeetives: 
A. 	 By 1995, Cal Pely shall eHsure that 19 te 29 pereeHt ef 
eaefi ~raElaatiH~ class is i:A ~raEluate pre~rams. ~hese 
iaeluEle pesteaeealaureate ereEieHtial pre~rams, masters 
Ele~rees, a:AEl jeiftt Ph.D. er prefessieaal Eleeterates. 
}!asters Ele~ree pre~rams that eemeiae the streH~ths ef 
twa er mere Eliseipliaes are eHeeura~eEl. 
B· 	 By the enEl ef the 1992 93 aeaElelftie year, Cal Pely shall 
estaelish a streft~ suppertive structure te assure that 
the university eemmunity previEles necessary fifta:Aeial, 
4 
iHs~rue~ieAal, li~rary, aHd admiHis~rative reseurees 
fer §raduate pre§rams. 
~~'"i~lt~~!~liilJ~-%~!~!!1~!'~!~e 

graduate level instruction by developing a campus-wide 
constituency that will serve as an advocate for graduate studies, 
by directing more attention and support to the development and 
review of graduate programs, and by providing an identity for 
graduate studies that consolidates the university-wide 
administrative support services for graduate programs into a 
single point of contact for students. 
Graduate programs properly developed can become an important 
source of resources for instruction at both graduate and the 
undergraduate level. Advanced study in a discipline or 
profession provides students and faculty the opportunity to win 
external grants which in turn strengthen the program and offer 
resources for study, travel, and professional development of the 
kind we can no longer expect to receive from the state's general 
fund. 
Guiding principles 
The following principles are proposed to guide the further 
development of graduate studies at Cal Poly: 
1. Graduate instruction shall be pursued with a ~~~ 
commitment preper~ieHa~e ~e. that \ifiiea has been 
traditionally directed towards the undergraduate 
instructional program. 
2. Graduate and undergraduate programs shall be handled 
individually in those areas where the needs are distinct 
such as admissions and new program development and review. 
3. The primary responsibility for the ~onduct of the 
graduate program in matters not affecting the university at 
~arge sh«:ll rema~n ~-Fi at the level. of the nearest 
1nstruct1onal un1t,~Ch~may be the school or department 
depending on the scope of the graduate program administered. 
4. Graduate programs shall 
§sa~~~IDeh~W#~ a campus-wide melli'E~~i'''',t<,;;e'~;e eemmi~~ed ~e 
~~JS~ shall be an enabling 
.ooay. 
5. Graduate programs shall be subject to periodic review, 
following campus-wide procedures which may involve off­
campus reviewers in the discipline. 
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6. New and continuing graduate degree programs shall be 
justified in their own terms and merits as they relate to 
the campus's instructional mission. 
7. Graduate programs shall be alleeatea tfie ~~m~n*i~~~§t:&w'€h~~--g!~¥~~ resource necessary for their devetop-ge-~t-..-.--a"iidil:rrte·!Ra·~g~-r
1
aiii:tta,~ata"Sie . These resources sfiall se clearly
identified a ft'(f'M8'1l'aT'f''·''''P'r'Ovide an appropriate infrastructure 
of facilities (including library and information 
technologies) which enables the conduct of graduate work and 
~7se~rc~ a: . an ~..El~,~l:i+e,!-~..~-= ..-~"i~£?i~-fb!:J1!,.~T~~~h~~¥,~R~~~~P, ..;,!~~~:?"Q~and ttMtl!iiFifi\lli-~~~w 

university's mission may be given special consideration for 
support. 
Recommendations and analysis/rationale 
Three key elements are essential to the welfare of graduate 
studies: organization, resources, and identity. organization 
consists of a university-wide advocacy group, the line 
organization, and departmental support. Resources include both 
physical and human ones. Identity consists of tangibles and 
intangibles which together create the profile of the program and 
give it recognition among its peers. 
A. ORGANIZATION 
RECOMMENDATION: That there be a campus-wide academic 
policy ~o:m~latinq ~ E~~which h~s primary
respons1b1l1ty for graduate stu!"ies pol1cy and 
curriculum. 
Discussion: currently those bodies which are key to setting 
policy for graduate studies--the curriculum committee in 
particular--do not have significant representation from faculty 
biynvolve~. !nt ~radua;e st~';~#J;h;<~,-~".)''"''~l!"%~~~~:i~~,2..~;;~ess~~w~~~!l~!:~1-~- ~~!;ueeens-l:-li-l:nEJ a 6 --- o · _.&.Quns~~-e-y erq_pos,:tn!:oft~~:ue<¥~es ..~~;"'Jidm· aw
compr i see~~] !fta in ly et -:E~~a-JY\fiy~'~in~ffi}:)i~~......;tYrur'''''·a~~li~ep· , ee!ftW:tt:=r'"?fe 
and invelvement in EJradaate stadies as the principal group to 
guide graduate studies on campus. 
The EJO:elip ~i~ sha~l.b7 an advoca~e for graduate inst~uction 
and w1ll have respons1b1l1ty for pol1cy, for the strateg1c 
direction of graduate studies, for the level of excellence for 
new and established programs, and for coordinating admission and 
monitoring the progress of graduate students. On matters of 
policy, the actions of the EJrelip ~~~)q~ shall be sent to the 
executive committee of· the Academ!c'~ -s·e'nate for ratification 
within a prescribed time frame. On matters of curriculum and 
6 
not be formed sicall in that offi 
program, the actions of the Ejr9U}3 couri¢1A shall be sent to the 
curriculum committee of the Academid"~iriite for ratification 
within a prescribed time frame. Such actions shall be taken to 
the Vice President for Academic Affairs for consultation before 
becoming final. 
The key person at the school or departmental level shall continue 
to be the graduate coordinator, who shall be responsible for the 
integrity and administration of his or her department's graduate 
programs. 
RECOMMENDATION: That the key university-wide services 
supportive of graduate studies be focused in a single 
office in the line administration. 
Discussion: Currently important university-wide roles and 
services relating to graduate studies are spread among a number 
of disparate offices. The graduate studies office is responsible 
for policy, for the implementation of csu standards, for 
monitoring student progress, and for thesis review. But graduate 
curriculum is coordinated out of another office, admissions from 
a third, records from a fourth, and so on. Thus, the campus-wide 
functions that affect graduate students directly are distributed 
among a number of offices, some of which may not always be 
sensitive to the needs and concerns of graduate students. 
This recommendation ·.:aula eliminate§~ that deficiency by creating 
a central point of identity for graduate students, a graduate 
studies office where graduate students would go to handle their 
extra-departmental needs. The actual processin the erwork 
B. RESOURCES 

Discussion: The csu-wide study of graduate programs has urged 
that funding formulas be revised to provide greater support for 
the graduate programs in terms of facilities. Needs that must be 
addressed include dedicated study space for graduate students, 
e.g. library carrels, improved facilities for research, and 
better materials, including books, materials, supplies, and 
equipment. 
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RECOMMENDATION: That adequate human resources be made 
available to graduate studies, including appropriate 
time for faculty and staff development, thesis 
supervision, teaching, administrative duties, and 
research. 
Discussion: It is widely recognized, as the csu-wide study has 
noted, that the human resources necessary for sustaining quality 
graduate programs a-t=-e W.J.~~ not sufficiently recognized in the 
>-.--..........y . ..., . • ;. 
e~rre~t csu mode and liVil formulas. Critical areas of 
deficiency includeq: inappropriate levels for defining a full 
time student load lor graduate piograms (15 units); lack of 
appropriate workload definition for thesis advising; lack of 
support for graduate teaching and research assistantships; and 
lack of support for merit-based fellowships and out-of-state 
tuition and fee waivers. In addition, the e~rreHt mode and level 
formulas ee ~t;;fi:l not address the need for assigned time and 
clerical suppO'rt for graduate coordinators. All t'Aese iss~es 
eem~eu~a t'Ae aiiiie~lty ei me~~ti~~ ~raa~ate ~re~rams ei · 
exeelleHee. 
In adopting the graduate study report and recommendations in 
September of 1991, the Trustees recommended that when the state 
revenue situation turns around, workload for faculty with 
significant responsibility for graduate instruction be reduced. 
This can be accomplished, the report said, "by changing the 
definition of a full-time equivalent graduate student to 12 
Student Credit Units instead of the current 15, ~ ~y 
negotiating an increase in the weighting assigned to~··graduate 
course units, or by adjusting the normative ratios by which 
faculty positions are generated for graduate instruction." 
C. IDENTITY AND PEER REVIEW 
RECOMMENDATION: That the university seek ways to 
enhance the identity of graduate studies. 
Discussion: For many years Cal Poly has articulated its image as 
that of a preeminent undergraduate institution. This posture has 
led to distinction nation-wide as a university known for 
excellence in undergraduate instruction and for uniqueness in its 
careful understanding of and dedication to its role and mission. 
But the posture has also inadvertently created problems for the 
graduate studies program by creating, endorsing, and supporting 
8 
many traditions that are focussed almost solely on the needs and 
ends of the undergraduate enterprise. As a result, graduate 
programs, despite their excellence, have not enjoyed the status 
accorded undergraduate instruction. 
This document proposes that the university actively seek ways to 
continue to enhance the graduate program by looking for those 
actions and activities that will increase the awareness of 
graduate studies on the campus. A key in this endeavor will be 
the implementation of peer review and recognition, which will 
elevate the status of graduate studies among the faculty, and 
thus among the whole academic community. 
Conclusion 
The Graduate Studies Committee proposes this document for 
consideration as a guiding statement intended to enhance and 
strengthen graduate programs on campus. The proposal is part of 
the campus self evaluation begun.with the WASC Accreditation Self 
study and continued by the Strategic Planning Committee. It 
seeks to sharpen the role and mission of graduate studies within 
the institution as Cal Poly continues to evolve from its.early 
beginnings as a polytechnic high school to a fully mature 
comprehensive university. It proposes principles to guide the 
University as it takes its next steps in that process. 
gradstud.pro 
APPENDIX A, P.l 
.1991/92 GRADUATE PROGRAMS 
Aeronautical Engineering M.S. (1988)
Agriculture M.s. (1969) 
Specializations: 

Agricultural Engineering Technology 

General Agriculture 

Food Science and Nutrition 

International Agricultural Development 

Soil Sciences 

Architecture M.S. (1988)
Specializations: 

Professional Practice 

Environmental Design 

Biological Sciences M.S. (1967)

Business Administration M.B.A. (1969)

Specializations: 

Business Administration 

Agribusiness 

Chemistry M.s. (1971)

City and Regional Planning M.C.R.P. (1975)

civil and Environmental Engineering M.s. (1988)

Computer Science M.S. (1973)

Counseling M.S. (1988)

Education M.A. (1948)

Specializations: 

Computer-Based Education 

Counseling and Guidance 

curriculum and Instruction 

Educational Administration 

Reading 

Special Education 

Electronic and Electrical Engineering M.s. (1~88) 
Specializations: 

Computer Engineering 

Electrical Engineering 

Electronic Engineering 

Engineering M.S. (1988}
Specializations: 

Biochemical Engineering 

Industrial Engineering 

Mechanical Engineering 

Metallurgical and Materials Engineering

English M.A. (1968)
Emphases: 

Literature 

Linguistics 

Writing

Home Economics M.s. (1968)

Xndustrial and Technical studies M.A. (1972)

Joint MBA/Engineering M.s. (1990)

Specialization:
Engineering Management

Mathematics M.S. (1968)

Specializations: 

Applied Mathematics 

Mathematics Teaching

Physical Education M.s. (1968)
Emphases: 

Wellness Movement 

Human Movement and Sport 

GRADUATE ENROLLMENT 
PROGRAM 1986-87 1987-88 1988-89 1989-90 1990-91 1991-92 
A.GRI (45) 70/29 55/30 58/22 69/23 62/30 68 
ARCH (45) 13/5 27/19 19/9 21/5 18/7 27 
CRP (68) 18/2 24/4 34/5 28/4 15/5 31 
MBA {96) 114/41 123/55 141/61 128/64 118/61 112 
AERO (45) 
-- -- 2/0 10/1 19/3 26 
CE (45) 
-- -- 3/3 6/3 9/2 10 
esc (45) 55/22 48/13 54/24 57/11 71/9 79 
ED (45-48) 132/47 175/35 172/74 225/70 235/78 214 
EL/EE (45) -- -- 7/10 21/7 28/19 19 
ENGR (45) 36/28 47/19 27/10 22/10 23/9 25 
ENM 
-- -- -- -- 7/J 17 
ENGL (48) 17/0 24/6 27/3 41/8 51/12 60 
CNSLG (90) 49/4 36/4 39/2 47/8 44/8 63 
HE 2/1 1/0 1/4 -- /1
IT (45) 10/5 7/4 11/4 7/5 8/3 9 
PE (45) 13/8 14/10 29/7 30/9 29/7 39 
BIO (45) 13/8 11/5 9/1 16/6 15/0 21 
CHEM (45) 7f.O 8/4 6/0 6/3 4/3 4 
MATH (45) 18/1 23/7 16/3 12/4 22/3 21 
TOTAL 567/201 623/215 6.56/242 . 746/241 778/263 845 
Number in parentheses = Number of units required for degree )> ""0 
Number before slash = Fall quarter census - master's candidates only ,""0 
zNumber after slash = Graduates for academic year (no data for 91-92 grads) 0 
X 
)> 
""0 
N 
APPENDIX B 

QUAUTY IN GRADUATE EDUCATION: 

STANDARDS ADOPTED BY THE CSU BOARD OF TRUSTEES 

SEPTEMBER 11, 1991 

Graduate programs of quality in the CSU require: 
1. 	 AD institutional infrastructure which provides: 
appropriate standards and processes for admission, continuation, and graduation; 
adequate facilities and resources (including library and information technologies) to conduct graduate work 
and research at an appropriate level and in an appropriate and timely fashion; 
recognition of the need for appropriate teachina loads, resources for research, opportunities to maintain · 

professional and pedagogical currency, and opportunities for renewal for faculty who teach graduate courses; 

a scholarly environment providing such support proarams as visiting lecturer series and faculty seminars; 

appropriately qualified faculty to teach graduate courses or direct graduate research; 

the involvement of Jraduate students in the program evaluation process; and 

the opportunity for graduate students to participate in the intellectual discourse of departments. 

2. 	 A personalized leaming format that permits greater student-professor contact (instruction, advising, and 
guidance) than the undergraduate model. 
3. 	 A core cuniculum in each program (where it applies) which emphasizes integtation of knowledge md 
preparation for specialization and which is desiped to assure mastery of requisite knowledge and stills • . 
4. 	 . A curriculum ch.aracterized by advanced discipliDary conteDt and intellectual riaor beyond tbe baccalaureate 
level which imparts within its scholarly or professional context an appreciation of the intellectual and/or 
professional contributiODS of womea and minorities, and prepare~ scholars and practitioners for a diverse 
society. 
S. 	 A teaching faculty with the Ph.D. (or other appropriate terminal depee) and relevant professional uperieuce 
where required. 
6. 	 A required demonstration of fundameatal Jcnowledae of research methods appropriate to the discipline. 
7. 	 A required demonstration of oral and written communication skills. 
8. 	 AD opportunity to iDtegrate and apply sophisticated knowledge in internships or practica related to the 
discipline. 
9. 	 A required culminatina experience (e.a. thesis, project, or comprehensive examination) which demands 
demonstration of breadth of knowledge in the discipline, depth in specific areas, and the ability to intepte 
that which has been learned. 
